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Anatomy of a Sales Tax VDA: Organizing and strategizing a multi-state Sales Tax
Voluntary compliance project
By Raymond Chang, CPA

(Part 1 of 3)
Navigating the ever-evolving state Nexus and sales tax nuances is never a simple process. Adding to the complexities
presented by the significant variance
in states’ tax codes, the sheer logistics
of maintaining the necessary due diligence can seem overwhelming.

We first sought to familiarize ourselves
with our client’s new markets and identify the possible states where their
sales tax exposure is of a greater concern. Using our client’s sales-by-state
information, our State and Local Tax
team summarized and quantified the
exposures by state, assuming everyFor those reasons, businesses are unthing was taxable. We then interviewed
derstandably reticent to execute an exhaustive multi-state their management team to further understand their marketsales tax compliance review. The upside for businesses, how- ing and sales strategies and how they contribute into new
ever, are substantial. The confidence and relief that accom- business. Combined with our knowledge of how each state
panies the knowledge of being in full compliance is immea- defines a taxpayer’s Nexus footprint (physical, click-thru and
surable, and the knowledge gained from going through such affiliated Nexus) for sales and use tax and income tax purposan exercise paves the way for subsequent future reviews to es, we identified a handful of states where exposures could
ensure compliance is maintained.
exist.
It was with such upsides in mind that we recently completed
a comprehensive Nexus and sales tax review of a client of
ours – a manufacturer operating and filing in three states.
The overall goal: to make sure they were aware and confident in their understanding of the impact their expanding
market base was having in their Nexus footprint for sales tax.
Each state looks at Nexus differently, and they constantly refine it to meet the changing business strategies of the day.
The old “physical” Nexus concept of the past, where a company needed to be physically present in a state in order to be
taxed in that state, has now expanded to include “Click-Thru”
or “Affiliated” Nexus. These days, a company does not need
to be physically present in state via a “brick and mortar” to
trigger Nexus. If the company hires third party sales reps in
the state and they solicit new business there, states can and
often will claim that this is enough to establish Nexus.

Following this exercise, we then encouraged our client to also
be proactive to come forward and alert those states through
a VDA Program. A voluntary disclosure agreement (VDA) is a
program that enables taxpayers to receive certain benefits
from a state when they proactively disclose prior period tax
liabilities in accordance with a binding agreement. A VDA is
generally welcomed by states, and helps companies avoid
any penalties that could arise if they had not preemptively
filed.
Filing and submitting a VDA usually means paying back taxes
with a minimum three-year look-back plus interest. Companies take a hit, but doing nothing and hoping states never
knock on their door is a dangerous alternative. If the states
contacted our client first instead of the other way around,
the look-back period could be as long as 10 years, with interest and penalties tacked on. And our client would have little
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control over the assessment process.
How We Tackled It – The Devil is in the Details
Each state has its own VDA process and look-back period
(look-back periods vary by state regardless of whether our
client goes through the VDA process or not.). Using the applicable look-back periods and sales tax rates, we computed the estimated tax exposure for these states in two ways
– assuming a VDA is filed and assuming a VDA is not filed.
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